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SUMMARY 
Let V be the complete intersection of smooth, generic quadric and ubic hypersurfaces in ~PS(C). 
V is a non rational Fano threefold. It is interesting to study the rationality of V when it contains 
n planes. This problem has been solved when the planes meet two by two in one point only. We 
consider and solve all remaining cases. 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a smooth cubic hypersurface in PS(C). Let Q be a smooth quadric 
hypersurface in PS(C). Then, for generic X and Q, V=XNQ is a well known 
smooth Fano threefold: it is unirational but not rational (see [11]). 
In [C] Conte showed that if V contains one plane it is a conic bundle over 
p2(C); in this case V is not smooth: it has a finite number of  ordinary double 
points. He also proved that V is not rational by using Beauville theory of  conic 
bundles. 
I f  V contains two or three planes, two by two meeting in one point only, V 
is not rational; it was proved by E. Ambrogio  and D. Romagnol i  n [A-R], by 
using different techniques. 
On the contrary Vis rational if it contains four or more planes, two by two 
meeting in one point only; in this case it is known that V is birational to a 
singular cubic threefold in IP4(C), (see for instance [A-B]). 
In our previous work [A-B] we have used some recent results of  Sarkisov and 
Iskovskih about rationality of  conic bundles, to show that the conic bundle 
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structure studied by Conte, can be modified to prove the rationality of Vin the 
above situation. We have also proved that, keeping Q fixed and X irreducible, 
V can contain eight planes at most (two by two meeting in one point only). 
In this paper we suppose that V contains n > 1 planes without conditions a d 
we study the rationality of V according to all configurations they give rise. We 
keep Q fixed and we let X vary to obtain V as we want; as Q can be identified 
with the Grassmannian of lines of p3(C), V is classically called a cubic 
complex: it explains the title. 
Our results are summarized in table R; the first column shows the number 
n of planes in V; the n planes come from a_>0 stars of lines and from b>0 
planes in p3(C), a+b=n, so that the second and third columns show these 
numbers; the fourth column is a description of the configuration and the 
last column shows the rationality. Pay attention: 1) for every n the table 
expounds only the cases which remain unsolved after solving the problem for 
k = 1,2... n -  1; 2) we may suppose a_> b by the duality of the configurations, 
see § 3; 3) when we say "V is  rational" in the table, we always suppose " i f  X 
is not reducible". 
Our paper is organized as follows: in § 2 we have condensed many results 
about conic bundles theory which we need in the sequel; they are due to many 
authors: Beauville, Mumford, Iskovskih, Sarkisov, Conte, Shokurov, etc. At 
the beginning of § 3 we have outlined our method to construct the proofs. In 
§ 3, § 4, § 5 we have studied the conic bundle structure arising from V and we 
have applied the quoted results to obtain table R. § 6 contains some final 
remarks: a connection with a conjecture of Iskovskih, the links with other conic 
bundle structures etc. 







Pryha (C, C) 
J(w) 
P(x i  : x i : xk)  
by this term we mean an algebraic projective variety on C 
(eventually singular) 
by this term we mean a reduced irriducible curve (eventually 
singular) 
this term means that what we are saying is true in a suitable 
Zarisky open set 
r-dimensional projective space on C 
linear equivalence 
linear series whose dimension is h, whose degree is q 
set of singular points of the curve C 
canonical divisor of the smooth variety Y 
Prym variety associated to the double covering C of the curve C 
intermediate Jacobian of the smooth 3-variety W 
it means that xi, xj, xk, are the ~ homogeneous coordinates of the 
points of the plane P. 
Now we list some results about rationality of conic bundles needed in the 
sequel. We have often used definitions "ad hoc" to short subsequent proofs; 
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Table R 
n a b Description Rationality 
1 1 0 
2 2 0 
1 1 
1 1 























the center does not lie on the plane yes 
the center lies on the plane no 
the centers are independent no 
the centers lie on the same line * no 
the centers lie on the plane no 
otherwise yes 
there are 3 independent centers at least yes 
the centers lie on the same line X reducible 
the centers are independent and lie on the plane no 
the centers lie on the same line on the plane * no 
otherwise yes 
the centers lie on the line common to the planes no 
otherwise yes 
all configurations yes 
all configurations yes 
the centers lie on the line common to the planes * no 
otherwise yes 
all configurations yes 
all configurations yes 
all configurations yes 
the centers lie on the line common to the 3 planes no 
otherwise yes 
yes 
=6, a=b=3;  
all configurations 
* In this case other planes appear in V, so that we have actually to consider the case n 
(see § 4,I). 
for  the same reason  we have condensed  all needed resul ts  in the quoted  
theorems;  we have left out  those  results wh ich  are not  impor tant  in our  p roo fs .  
DEFINITION (2,1): let W be a 3 -d imens iona l  var iety and  S a smooth  sur face .  
I f  there  exists a sur ject ive morph ism r : W-,S such that  fo r  every po in t  t e S the 
f ibre r - l ( t )  is i somorph ic  to a con ic  in D 2, poss ib ly  degenerated ,  then  W is 
cal led a conic bundle over S; short ly :  a c.b. over  S; we will use the symbo l :  
(W, r ,S) .  
REMARK (2,2): let (IV, r, S) be a s ingular  c.b. over  S. Suppose  that  W has on ly  
a f inite number  o f  o rd inary  doub le  po ints  such that  none  is the in tersect ion  
po int  o f  the two  l ines into  wh ich  a degenerate  f ibre splits. Then ,  if we reso lve 
the s ingular i t ies o f  W by a b lowing  up a,  we obta in  a smooth  c.b. (W; r',S) 
and a commutat ive  d iagram as fo l lows:  
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G 
W~ ,W'  
S. 
DEFINITION (2,3): a smooth c.b. (W, r,S) is called standard if for any curve 
DCS,  the surface r - I (D)  is irreducible ([I2], p739). 
DEFINITION (2,4): let (W, r,S) be a c.b., the set C of the points t~S such that 
r - l ( t )  is a degenerate conic is called discriminant locus of the c.b.W.  
REMARK (2,5): the discriminant locus C of a c.b. over S is a divisor of S ([Sa], 
p358), it may be: not connected, not reduced, reducible, singular and even 
empty. From now on we will refer to it as the discriminant divisor of a c.b. 
PROPOSITION (2,6): let (W, r,S) be a smooth c.b. whose discriminant divisor 
C is the disjoint union of two smooth curves Dl and D2, possibly DI =0 
or D2=0. We can consider r-~(Di), i= 1,2, as a curve /)~ in a suitable 
Grassmannian of lines; the conic bundle structure induces a double covering 
~o i : DieD, .  W is standard if and only if each double covering is non trivial, 
i.e. r -  l(Di) is irreducible ([Sa], p336). On the contrary, suppose that r -  1(D2), 
for instance, is reducible, then necessarily DI OD2 = ~ and we can blow down 
one of the two components of r - I (D  2) to obtain a new smooth c.b. (W', r', S) 
whose discriminant divisor is D1, and W' is birational to W, ([Sa], p366-367). 
REMARK (2,7): we may apply the quoted results of Sarkisov because W is a 
regular c.b. according to his definition, ([Sa], p357), and, in our situation, the 
hypothesis of his corollary 1.11 ([Sa], p362), are satisfied; (see also [M-M], 
pl18). 
THEOREM (2,8) ([I2], p739-740, see also [B2] , [E], [B-F]): let (W,r,S) be a 
smooth, standard, c.b., S a rational surface. Then the discriminant divisor C 
(possibly C=0)  is reduced with normal crossings, and such that for any teS:  
r - l ( t )  is isomorphic to a smooth conic if t¢C; r- l(t) is a couple of inter- 
secting lines if t e C \ sing (C); r -  I(0 is a double line if t e sing (C). If C is not 
connected W is not rational (see [I2], p740 and [A-M]). If C is connected let 
be the double covering (or pseudocovering, see [B1]) of C induced by the 
conic bundle structure, then Prym (C, C) (eventually generalized, see [B1]) is 
isomorphic to J(W) as principally polarized abelian variety. 
Theorem (2,8) allow us to find out the non rationality of a c.b.W. In fact 
if W is rational, J(W) is isomorphic to the Jacobian of a non singular curve 
or to a product of such Jacobians, so that if we prove that Prym (C, C) is not 
a Jacobian or a product of Jacobians, we have that W is not rational. 
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To help us we have the following: 
THEOREM (2,9) ([M], [C], p47): let F be a non singular curve, let /~ be an 
unramified ouble covering of F. Suppose that F is not hyperelliptic and that 
g(F) _> 5, then Prym (F, F) is never isomorphic to the Jacobian of a non singular 
curve, or to a product of such Jacobians, save when: 
i) F is trigonal, i.e. it has a g~ 
ii) F is a double covering of an elliptic curve 
iii) g(F)--5,6 plus some other conditions. 
It is well known that if Fis a smooth plane curve with deg (F) >_. 6, Prym (F, F) 
is never a Jacobian of a non singular curve or a product of such Jacobians for 
any unramified ouble covering Fby  theorem (2,9) (see [C], p48). In the sequel 
we will need the following: 
PROPOSITION (2,10): let F be a plane curve with deg (F)= 6. Suppose that F has 
l, 2 or 3 ordinary double points (lying on the same line or not). Let/~ be the 
normalization o f / ' ,  then P has not any g~, g~, g4 I. So that, for every un- 
ramified double covering P, Prym (/~,/~) is never a Jacobian of a non singular 
curve or a product of such Jacobians by theorem (2,9). In fact/~ is not hyper- 
elliptic and g(/~)_> 7;/~ is not trigonal; it is not a double covering of an elliptic 
curve: in this case it would have some g41. 
PROOF: /~ has not any g~, g~, g~, in fact: choose a divisor D of P such that 
2___ deg (D)<__ 4. By Riemann-Roch theorem, applied to r ,  it is easy to see that 
h°(D) < 1. 
Another useful tool to study the rationality of c.b. is 
THEOREM (2,11) (see [I2], p743, [Sh], p143-145): let (W,r,S) be a smooth, 
standard, c.b. with S= p2 or S= I: e (geometric ruled surface whose invariant 
is e). Suppose that the discriminant divisor is a curve C (possibly C= 0), then 
W is rational if and only if one of the following statements i  true: 
a) the linear system 12gs+cl=o 
b) there esists a birational map a:S-- ,P 2 such that a(C) is a curve of 
degree 5 with normal crossings plus some other conditions, (in this case 
g(C)<6). 
Finally we have: 
PROPOSITION (2,12) (see [C], p34): let (W,r, p2) a smooth c.b. If there exists 
an open set UC [p2 and a morphism q/: U~ W such that ro ~v is the identity on 
U, then W is rational. 
PROOF: by hypothesis C(W)=C(U)(~) where ~ is the generic fibre of r. By the 
existence of ~,, ( has a rational point on C(U); therefore C(W)= C(U)(~ I) and 
it is isomorphic to C(p2)(Px) = C(p2 × pl), so W is birational to [p2 x Pl 
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REMARK (2,13): previous proof  works even if W has ordinary double points. 
§ 3. CASES n=l,2 
We identify Q with the Grassmannian G = G(1,3) of lines of/p3. We choose 
(Xo : xl : x2 : x3 : x4 : xs) as coordinates in fp5 and (u : x : y : z) as coordinates in 
/?3. The point of  G, corresponding to the line joining (ao : al : a2 : a3 : a4 : as) 
and (bo : bl : b2 : b3 : b4 : b5) has coordinates: 
Xo = aobl - boa I xl = aob 2 - boa 2 
(3,1) ~ x2=aob3-boa3 x3=alb2-bta2  
( X4 = al b3 - bl a3 xs = a263 - b2a3 
(see [A-B]). Then the equation of  Q is: 
(3,2) XoXs-  XlX4 + X2x3 =O. 
We have fixed Q, so that we have to change only the equation of  X to obtain 
V as we want. Every plane in V comes from a star of lines or a plane in /?3; 
to study every possible conf igurat ion of  n planes in V, we analize every possible 
conf igurat ion with a centers of stars and b planes in rP 3, such that a + b = n. 
For shortness we often will say "s tar "  instead of  "center of star of l ines", so 
that we will can speak about  "stars lying on a p lane"  etc. 
Obviously,  every conf igurat ion with a stars and b planes in /?3 has a dual 
conf igurat ion with a planes and b stars; but these distinct configurations in/?3 
correspond to the same conf igurat ion in G, so we have to consider them only 
one time. For instance if n = 2, we will study the cases a = 2, b = 0 and a = b = 1, 
but not a= 0, b =2 etc. Now we begin our analysis. 
I f  n = 1 we have only case a = 1, b = 0; it was studied by Conte ([C], p36-54): 
V is unirational but not rational. 
I f  n=2 we have a=2,  b=0 or a=b= 1. If  a=2,  b=0 Vcontains two planes 
meeting in one point only: it corresponds to the line joining the two stars. This 
case was studied by E. Ambrogio  and D. Romagnol i  ([A-R]): V is not rational, 
(see also [A-B]). 
I f  a = b = 1 we have new situations. The outline of  our proofs will be always 
the same: to fix the conf igurat ion in /?3 to be studied; to choose a suitable 
system of  coordinates in /?3 to obtain simple equations for the corresponding 
planes in ps; to find the equation of  the generic X containing these planes; to 
study the conic bundle structure arising from V, by projecting V from a plane 
of  its to an other plane, skew with the previous one, (it will be necessary to look 
for the singular points of  V and to do some blowing up); to apply the results 
quoted in § 2 to prove V rational or not. 
When a= b= 1 there are two distinct configurations: 
I) We suppose that the star does not lie on the plane. We may choose a 
coordinate system in /?3 such that the star is centered in (1 : 0 : 0 : 0), and the 
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plane nas equation: u=o.  tsy (3,1), in le- we nave me plane t'" wnose equa- 
tions are: x3 =x4 =x5 =0,  and the plane rc whose equations are: Xo=Xl =x2 =0. 
The generic X containing pl  has equation: 
(3,3) I xZEI+xZFI+x~GI+x°xlHI+X°XzL1+xlx2MI+x°N2+xlP2++x2Q2+R3 =0 
where: 
E1 = El(x3 : x4 : x5) = elx3 + e2x4 + e3x5 
N 2 = N 2(x 3 : x 4 : xs) = n tlx] + n l2x3x 4 + n22 x2 + x 5 N t 
R3 = R3(x3 : x4 : x5) = r4x~ + rsx2x4 + r6x3 x2 + r7 x2 + xsR 2 
F1, Gl, HI, Ll, MI, Nt, Pt, Q1, R1 are analogous to E 1 Pz, Q2, R2 are analo- 
gous to N 2. 
X contains ~ too if and only if R 3 = 0 identically. A generic V containing p1 
and ~ is smooth out of its planes. Now we want to check the singular points 
of V on P~. Such a point is singular if and only if at it the tangent hyperplanes 
to Q and X are the same. We confuse the letters Q and X with equations (3,2), 
(3,3), respectively. The partial derivatives of Q and X, evaluated at points of 
Pl(xo : xl : x2), are: 
Go =o QK, =o Qx2=o 
G3 =x2 Qx, = -x ,  =Xo 
Go=O xx, =o x 2=o 
Xx 3 = elx02 +fix 12 + g lx  22 + hlXoXl + llXoX2 + mlXlX2 
XX 4 = ezxoZ +f2x 12 + g2x 22 + h2XoXl + lzxox2 + m2xlx2 
Xx  ~ = e3x02 +f3x 12 + g3x 22 + h3xoxl + 13XoX2 + m3xlx2. 
The tangent hyperplanes are the same if and only if: 
X3c3:Ox3=Xx4:Ox4=Xx5:Ox5 
or, equivalently: 
(3,4) ~I xzXx~+XlXx3=O 
X 2 ~x5 -- X 0 Xx3 = 0 
The solutions of system (3,4) are the 9 intersections of two cubic plane 
curves. To obtain the singular points of V we have to get off  the intersections 
of the line x2=0 and of the conic Xx3 =0. So we have only 7 singular points; 
it is easy to see that, in general, they are ordinary double points. In the same 
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way we have that the singular points' of V on z:(x 3 : x4 : xs) are among the 9 
intersections of these plane cubics: 
I x3N2-xsQ2=O 
x3 P2 + x4 Q2 = o. 
We have to get off the two intersections of x3 =0 and Q2=O. Now we 
project V from pl to 7r which are skew; we call f such projection. For every 
point A e re, by the symbol (A, p1) we mean the 3-dimensional linear space 
spanned by A and pa  The intersection of (A, pa) and Q is a quadric surface 
which splits into P~ and into an other plane PI'; the intersection of (A, P~) 
and X is a cubic surface which splits into P~ and into a quadric surface Q'. So 
that the fibre f -  1(A) is given by pl and by the conic pl,f-i Q'. If we blow up 
V along P~, we obtain a singular c.b. V'; V' is singular only at the points 
coming from the double points of V on ~z. We call f '  the morphism from V' 
to rc induced by f .  To (V',f',~z) we can apply proposition (2,12) and remark 
(2,13): hence V is rational. 
REMARK (3,5): we have proved that Vis rational if it contains two skew planes: 
from now on if in the configuration i [P 3 to be studied there will be stars and 
planes, we will suppose that all stars lies on all planes, if not: V is rational. 
REMARK (3,6): if X contains only /ol, (V',f',zr) is a smooth, standard, c.b. 
whose discriminant divisor is a smooth curve of degree 7, and the double 
covering induced by the conic bundle structure is unramified and not trivial, 
(see [C], p36-37); hence in this case V is not rational by theorems (2,8) 
and (2,9). 
II) Now we suppose that the star lies on the plane. In ~3 we may choose 
a coordinate system such that the star is centered at (1 :0 :0 :0 )  and the 
equation of the plane is: z= 0. By (1,3) in ~5 we have p1 and the plane p2 
whose equations are: x2=xa=x5 =0; pl Ap2 is the line: xz=x3 =Xa=X5 =0. 
The equation of the generic X containing p1 and p2 is (3,3) with: 
(3,7) el =fl =hi =n~l =P1~ =r4 = 0- 
We look for the singular points of V on p2(xo:x I :x 3) in the usual way: 
Xxo=X~, =x~ =o 
x~ = (6xo + mlxl + q~ ~x3)x3 
Xx, = e2 x2 + f2x~ + h2xoX, + n,zXoX3 + P,2XlX3 + rsx] 
Xxs = e3 x2 + f3x21 + h3XoXl + r/lX0X3 + PlXlX3 + rl IX~ 
Qxo:Qx, =Qx, =0 
Qx2 = x3 Qx, = - xl Qx5 =x0. 
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The line P~ r iP  2 has equation x 3 =0 in p2; on this line there are 3 singular 
points given by: 
xo(ezx g + f2x~ + h2xox 1 ) + X 1 (e3 x2 +fax 2 + h3xox 1 ) = O. 
I f  x 3 =~0 we have 4 other singular points: the intersections of  these conics 
on p2: 
(3,8a) f e ix2+f2x2+h2x°x l+x3(n l ix°+P12Xl+r5x3)+Xl ( l lX°+mlx l+q l lX3)=O 
(3,8b) e3xZo+f3x2+h3xoxl + 3(nlxo+PlXl +qlx3)-xo(llxo+mlxt + q11x3) = 0. 
For a generic V all these points are ordinary double points. 
As in the previous case, for every point A ~ r~ we consider (A, p1) .  The 
coordinates of A are: (0 : 0 : 0 : x3 : x4 : xs); the points of  (A, P~) have coor- 
dinates: (a : fl : y : ~x3 : c~x4 : ~xs). Such points lie on V if and only if 
(3,9a) 
(3,9b) 
Q Ot~X 5 - flax 4 + ycSX 3 = 0 
c~2~EI + fl2~Fl + y2~G1 + afl,~H1 + ay~L1 +fly,~Hl + 
+ oa~2N2 +BO2p2 + yfigQ2 + O3R2 = 0. 
I f  ~ = 0 we have p1. If  we get of f  c~, (3,9) are the equations of a conic ( in 
(A, p1 ), which is the intersection of  the plane (3,9a) with the quadric (3,9b), 
save when A = (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0); this point is the intersection of 7r with the 
linear 3-space spanned by p l  and p2  ( is degenerate if and only if its projec- 
tion on the plane a = 0 is degenerate; it happens if and only if A belongs to this 
curve on re: 
(3,10) 
< R3 [x32(4El F1 - H 2) + xZ(4E~ GI - L 2) + xZ(4F1 G1 - M~) + 
+ 2x3x4 (2El M1 - H1 L 1 ) + - 2x3x5 (2FI L 1 - H1 MI )  + 
+ 2x4xs(2H1 G1 - L IMI ) ]  - El (X3 Pz + x4 Q2) Z-Fl (X3 N2- xs Q2) 2 + 
- G1 (x4N2 + x5 P2) 2 - ml  (x4N2 + x5 P2)(x3 N2 - x5 Q2) + 
~+ HI(X3P: + x4 Q2)(x3N2- x5 Q2) + L~ (x4N2 + xsP2)(x3P2 + x4 Q2) = 0. 
It is easy to see that (1 : 0:  0) is an ordinary triple point for (3,10), (remember 
condit ions (3,7)); (3,10) is smooth out of  (1 : 0 : 0) by Remark  (3,6). 
Now if we project V f rom p1 to n by f ,  as in the previous case, we can not 
say that for every A ~ zr, f -  I(A) is a conic: it is not true for A = (1 : 0 : 0). So 
we have to proceed in this way: we choose an aff ine coordinate t on a fixed 
line of  ~r(x3 : x4 : xs) passing through (1 : 0 : 0); the generic point of  this line is 
A(t) = (1 :2t  :/It), ;t and /a fixed. The equations of (A(t), P~) are: Xa=2tx3 
and xs=atxa. I f  we intersect V with (Aft), P~) we have: 
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x4 = ZlX3 
X5 = a ix3 
atxoX 3 - Atx lx  3 + x2x 3 =-  0 
xZ EI + xZ Fi + x 2 G a + xoxl HI + XoX2 L I + xl X2 MI + )Co N2 + xl P2 + 
+ x2 Qz + R3=O 
where E1 =El(x3 : 2tx3 : atx3) etc. 
If x3=0 we have pl ;  we get off p l  and have this conic: 
X4=2tX  3 
x 5 = atx  3 
X 2 = t(Xxl - axo) 
t(e2,~ + e3p)x 2 + t(f22 +f3a)x 2+ tz()t.Xl - axo)ZGt + t(h2~, + h3a)xoxl + 
+ t()LXl - aXo)X 0 L l + t()tXl - aXo)Xl M 1 + t(n122 + n222 2t + aM)XoX3 + 
+ t(plzX + P222 2t + aP  1)x ix 3 + t(2Xl - axo)(qll + q12 2t + q22 j. 2t2 + atQl  )x3 
+ t(rsX + r6~.zt + r7). 3t2 + l, tRz)x 2 = 0 
where G1 =GI(1 :)~t :at)  etc. 
When t ~e 0 we can leave it out from the last equation. Afterwards we suppose 
that t-*0; we have the conic: 
r 
Xz=X4=X5 =0 
(ezJ. + e3a)x 2 + (f2)~ + f3a)x  2 + (hzJ. + h3a)XoXl + I s ()~x I - btXo)X 0 + 
(3,11) 
+ m 1 (2Xl -- NXo)X1 + (/7122 +/'/1N)XoX3 + (/)12 ~ +pla)XlX3 + 
+ qll(Xxl -- flX0)X3 q- (r52 + r l la )x  ~ =0. 
Now suppose that the fixed line on zr through (1 : 0 : 0) moves in the pencil 
of lines through (1 : 0 : 0): the conic (3,11) moves in the pencil of conics on p2 
spanned by (3,8a) and (3,8b). This pencil has 4 distinct base points: the 4
singular points of V on p2 out of P~. In this pencil there are 3 singular conics 
whose singular points are not among the base points of the pencil; (the existence 
of 3 singular conics explains the triple point for (3,10)). 
What we have showed proves that if we blow up V along pl and blow up r~ 
at (1 :0 :0 )  we obtain a singular c.b. (V ; f ' ,S ' ) ,  where S' is the blowing up of 
p2 at one point. V' is singular only at the 4 points coming from the 4 singular 
points of V on p2 out of p1. As they do not belong to the degenerate fibres 
o f f ' ,  we can apply remark (2,2). So we obtain a smooth c.b. (V" , f " ,S ' )  whose 
discriminant divisor C is the normalization of (3,10). 
If we call E the exceptional divisor of S' introduced by the blowing up of re, 
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and if we call H the pull-back of a line of zr on S', we have C-  7H-  3E and 
Ks- -3H+E;  so that ]2Ks + CL = ] -6H + 2E + 7H-  3E[ = [H-  Et ~O. 
To V" we can apply theorem (2,11); in fact: (V",f",S') is a smooth c.b. 
with S '=F I ;  it is standard by proposition (2,6) and remark (3,6); g(C)= 12; 
]2Ks+ C[ :gO. Therefore V" and V are not rational. 
§ 4. CASEn=3 
I) We begin with a = 3, b = 0. If  the three stars are independent in p3 . V 
is not rational, (see [A-R] and [A-B]), so we may suppose that the three stars 
lie on the same line. We choose a coordinate system in rP 3 such that the three 
centers are: (1 :0 :0 :0 ) ,  (0 :1 :0 :0 ) ,  (1 : 1 :0 :0 ) ,  lying on the line y=z=0.  
In ~5 we have P~ and p3, p4 whose equations are respectively: x~ =y2= 
= x5 = 0 and x4 - x2 = x3 - xl = x5 = 0. A generic X containing p1 and p3 has this 
equation: 
(4,1) 
f e3x2x5 +xZFl +x2Gl +XoXlH1 +XoX2L 1 +xlx2Ml + 
+ XoX5 NI + xl P2 + x2 Q2 + x5 R2 = 0 
where F1 =Fl(x3 : x4 : xs) etc. 
It contains p4 too if and only if: 
(4,2) 
I f l  +Pal =g2+q22=hl = h2 + ll =•2=0 
fz+ml +P12 + qll =gl +m2+P22+ql2 =0. 
As for p1 the singular points of V on p3(X 0 : x 3 : X4) are among the inter- 
sections of these curves: 
(4,3a) 
(4,3b) 
x3(xoHI + P2) + X4(xoL1 + Q2) = 0 . 
Xl (xoHl + P2) + x4(e3 x2 + XoNl + R2) = 0 
where H 1 = H t (x3 : x4 : 0). 
As usual we have to get off  the intersections of the line x4 = 0 and the conic 
xoHl+P2=O: the point (1 :0 :0 ) ,  which is Plf"IP3Op4, counted twice. By 
(4,2) the cubic (4,3a) splits into three lines through (1 :0 :0 ) .  (4,3b) passes 
through (1 : 0 : 0) too, so that we have 6 double points of V on p3 other than 
pl  N p3 Cip4. Two by two they lie on the same line. 
We know that if V contains p1 only, by f ' ,  V' is a smooth, standard, c.b. 
whose discriminant divisor is the smooth curve (3,t0), (see remark (3,6); it is 
smooth because (3,7) does not hold!) The existence of p3 and p4 in Vimplies 
that (3,10) splits into the line x 5 =0 and into the curve: 
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r R2 [x~(4e3x 5 F1 _ H 2) + xZ(4e3x5 G1 L 2) + x2(4F1 GI - M 2) + I j+ 2x3x4 (2e3x 5M 1 - H 1L ) + - 2x3x 5 (2F l L1 - H1 M1) + 1 
(4,4) + 2x4xs(2HIG 1-L1Ml ) ] -e3(x3Pz+x4Q2)Z-xsF l (x3N1-  Q2)2 + 
- x5 G a (x4 N1 + P2 ) 2 _ X5 M1 Of 4 N1 + P2 )(x3 Na - Qz ) + 
+ Ha (x3 P2 + x4 Q2 ) (x3 N1 - Q2) + L l (x4 Na + P2) (x3 P2 + x4 Q2 ) = 0 
where F a =Fl(x3 : x4 : xs) etc. 
In fact the line x5 = 0 on n is the intersection of g with the hyperplane of ~p5 
spanned by p1, p3, p4. We choose an affine coordinate s on the line x5 = 0 on 
n. The generic point of this line is: A(s) = (s : 1 : 0). (A(s), p1 ) has equations: 
x5 =x3-sx4  =0. Let us intersect (,A(s), pa ) with V and obtain: 
r 
X 5 =0 
X 3 : SX 4 
X 1X 4 -- SX2X 4 --~ 0 
x 2 F l + x 2 Gl + xoxl HI + XoX2 L 1 + xl xz Ma + xl P2 + x2 Q2 = 0 
where F 1 = F l (sx4 : x4 : 0) etc. 
If x4=0 we have the equations of pZ. Otherwise we have: 
¢- 
X 5 =0 
X 3 = SX 4 
(4,5) xl ~-sx 2
x2 [(fas3 + f2 s2 + gas + g2 + m l s2 + mzs)x2 + (Pl i s3 + P a2 $2 -t- P22 S -t- 
~_ +q l lSZ+q12s+q22)X4]  =0 
By (4,2), in the last equation the coefficients of x 2 and of x2x4 are opposite; 
so that if f l  s3 +f2s2 + gas + g2 + m l s2+ mzs ~ 0 (4,5) is a conic: it splits into two 
lines: l(s) whose equations are: xa =x2=x5 =X3--Sx4=O sweeping p3; and r(s) 
whose equations are: x5 =x3-sx4=x l - -SX2=X2- -x4=O sweeping p4. If 
(4,6) fas3+J2s2+gls+g2+mls2+m2s=O 
and s is a root of (4,6), then (4,5) are the equations of three planes. By (4,2) 
it is easy to see that X contains these three planes too; they correspond to three 
planes in p3 passing through the line y=z=0.  Moreover every plane goes 
through P1Np3Np 4 and cuts a line on P;, i= 1,3,4. Every line on pi  goes 
through two singular points of V on pi: for instance if we intersect x5 =x3 - 
- sx4=x l -sx2=0 (where s is a root of (4,6)) with p3, we have the three lines 
into which cubic (4,3a) splits. 
As xs=x 3 - sx4•x  1 - -SX2~-O (where s is a root of (4,6)) cuts p1 along a line, 
we have the same situation with respect o f as in the previous case; so that the 
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curve (4,4) has 3 ordinary double points at the intersections with x 5 = 0; in fact 
at these points (3,10) must have ordinary triple points, (it is also possible to see 
it directly from equation (4,4) with conditions (4,2)). 
I f  we blow up V along pl ,  and we blow up ~z at the singular points of (4,4), 
we obtain a singular c.b. (V',f', S"), where S" is the blowing up of rP 2 at three 
points lying on the same line. Note that, in spite of the blowing up along p l ,  
for every s (not a root of (4,6)) the fibre over the transformed point of A(s) is 
still a singular conic. The discriminant divisor C of (V',f', S") is the union of 
the proper transform D l of (4,4) on S"  and the proper transform D 2 of the line 
x5 = 0. f ' -~(D2)  is a reducible surface: it splits into the proper transforms of p3 
and p4. 
We can apply remark (2,2) and proposition (2,6) to obtain a smooth, 
standard c.b. over S"  whose discriminant divisor is DI: the normalization of 
a plane sestic with three ordinary double points lying on the same line. Now we 
can use theorem (2,8) and proposition (2,10) to conclude that Vis not rational. 
II) Now we suppose a = 2, b = 1. In this case we may also suppose that the 
two stars lie on the plane, otherwise V is rational. We choose a coordinate 
system in ~3 such that the two stars are centered at (1 :0 :0 :0 )  and 
(0 :1 :0 :0 ) ,  the plane has equation: z=0.  In ~p5 we have pl, p3, pZ respec- 
tively. The generic X containing p1, p3, p2 has equation (4,1) with: 
(4,7) f l  =hi  =Pl l  =0. 
We proceed as in the case a = b = 1 when X contains pl  and p2. We project V 
from pl  to n by f .  For every A e n, f -  I(A) is a conic save when A = (1 : 0 : 0) 
on n. f - I (A )  is degenerate if and only if A belongs to (3,10). The existence of 
p3 in X, (i.e. conditions (4,7)), implies that (3,10) splits into the line x5 =0 on 
n and into the curve (4,4) on n. This curve has a double ordinary point at 
(1 : 0 : 0), (remember that (3,10) must have a triple ordinary point at (1 : 0 : 0) 
or see it directly). 
I f  we blow up V along p1 and n at (1 : 0:0) ,  we obtain a singular c.b. over 
S'. The discriminant divisor is still D 1 U D2, in this case D 1 is the normalization 
of a plane sestic with one ordinary double point, and f ' - I (D2)  splits into the 
proper transform of p3 and into an other surface. We can apply remark (2,2) 
and proposition (2,6) to obtain a smooth, standard, c.b. over S' whose 
discriminant divisor is D 1. Now we use theorem (2,11), (or theorem (2,8) and 
proposition (2,10)), to conclude that V is not rational. 
§ 5. CASES n_>4 
I) We begin with a=4,  b = 0. It is well known that if V contains 3 planes 
coming from 3 independent stars in ~3 then V is birational to a smooth cubic 
threefold in ~4 (see [A-B]). If we suppose that V contains 4 planes coming 
from 4 stars in p3 such that there are 3 independent stars among them, then 
V is birational to a singular cubic threefold in p4; it is singular by the existence 
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of the fourth plane in V; in this case V is rational. It is easy to see that it is 
true for every configuration of 4 stars, provided that there are 3 independent 
stars at least. 
So we suppose that the 4 stars lie on the same line. We choose a coordinate 
system in rP 3 such that the three centers are: (1 :0 :0 :0 ) ,  (0 :1 :0 :0 ) ,  
(1 : 1 :0 :0 ) .  The fourth center will be (1 :k :0 :0 )  with keC,  k:~0, k~: l .  
In p5 we have: P~, p3, p4 and an other plane whose equations are: x5 =x3-  
-kxI  =x4-  kx2 = 0. The generic X containing p1, p3, p4 and the last plane has 
equation (4,1) with (4,2) and: 
r 
f lk  +Pllk2=O 
g2 k + q22 k2 = 0 
(5,1) 
f2k + mlk +Pl2k +qxlk2=O 
gl k + m2k +P22 k + q12 k2 = O. 
(4,2) and (5,1) imply that: 
f l  =Pll = g2 = q22 =f2 + ml =PI2 + q22 = gl + m2 =P22 + q12 = O. 
It is easy to see that, in this case, V is reducible: it splits into x 5 =XlX 4 -  
-x2x 3 = 0 and into an other 3-variety. 
II) Now we have a = 3, b = 1. We may suppose that the 3 stars lie on the 
plane, otherwise V is rational. I f  the 3 stars are independent we still have a 
birational map from V to a smooth cubic threefold in [p4, so that V is not 
rational. 
We suppose that the 3 stars lie on the same line; we choose a coordinate 
system in p3 such that the 3 centers are as above and the plane has equation 
z = 0. In p5 we have P~, p3, p4 and p2. The generic X containing these planes 
has equation (4,1) with (4,2) and: f l  =Pll  =0. We look at the case in which V 
had pl,  p3, p4 and three other planes: p2 is one of these three planes; in fact 
now s= oo is a root of (4,6), it corresponds to: x2=x 3 =x5=0,  the equations of 
p2. So that V is not rational as in that previous case. 
II I) We have a = b = 2. The only configuration to be studied is: the two stars 
lie on the intersection of the two planes. We choose a coordinate system in fp3 
such that the two centers are (1 : 0 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 1 : 0 : 0) and the two planes 
have equations z=0 and y=0.  In pp5 we have P~, p3, p2 and p5 whose 
equations are: xl=x3=xs=O. The generic X containing p1, p2, p3, p5 has 
equation (4,1) with: 
f l  =hi  =Pl l  =gz=12=q22 =0. 
As usual we project V from pl  to 7t by f .  For every A ~ 7t f - I (A )  is a conic 
save when A =(1 : 0 : 0) : the intersection f n with the linear 3-space spanned 
by p1 and p2, and when A = (0 : 1 : 0) : the intersection of 7t with the linear 
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3-space spanned by p1 and pS. f -  l(A ) is degenerate when A belongs to the line 
x5 =0 or to the curve (4,4): it has two ordinary double points at (1 : 0 : 0) and 
at (0 :1 :0 ) .  If we blow up Va longP l  and n at (1 :0 :0 )  and (0 :1 :0 )  we 
obtain a singular c.b. (V',f',S"), where S" is the blowing up of rP z at two 
points. The discriminant divisor is still D~ UD2: in this case D1 is the normali- 
zation of a plane sestic with two ordinary double points and f - l (D2)  splits as 
usual. We may apply remark (2,2) and proposition (2,6) to obtain a smooth, 
standard, c.b. whose discriminant divisor is D~. By theorem (2,8) and propo- 
sition (2,10) we have that V is not rational. 
IV) If n = 5 we have only to study the case a = 3, b = 2 in which the 3 stars 
lie on the intersection of the two planes, otherwise V is rational or reducible. 
We may choose a. coordinate system in p3 such that the 3 stars correspond 
to P~, p3, p4 in ps and the two planes correspond to p2 and p5 in ~5. The 
generic X containing pl, p2, p3, p4, p5 has equation (4,1) with: 
f l  =Pl l  =hi =gz=qzz=12=h2+ll =0
fz+ml+Plz+q11=O 
gl + mz + Pzz + q12 =0. 
We look at the case in which Vhad p1, p3, p4 and 3 other planes; p2 and p5 
are among these planes. In fact s = co and s= 0 are roots of (4,6); they corre- 
spond to the equations of p2 and p5 (see (4,5)) so that V is not rational as in 
that previous case. We remark that the sixth plane after pt,  p2, p3, p4, p5 
is fixed. 
If n = 6 V is rational or reducible unless V contains 6 planes as above, in this 
case V is not rational. 
If n_> 7 V is always rational or reducible. 
§ 6. FINAL REMARKS 
REMARK (6,1): it may look strange that V is not rational, for instance, when 
n = 3 and we have 2 stars lying on a plane in ~3. One could think about this 
configuration as a degeneration of the rational case in which we have a star on 
a plane and a star out of the plane: the degeneration is given by the fall of the 
second star on the plane. But it is not correct; if we construct, by direct 
calculation, such a degeneration we obtain a 3-variety V containing a double 
line coming from the pencil of lines common to the plane and to the star fell 
down on the plane; so it is not the generic V containing 3 planes coming from 
the quoted configuration. 
REMARK (6,2): in [I2] (p743) Iskovskih conjectures that theorem (2,11) is true 
when S is any rational surface, (see also [I3] ). What we have proved is a 
confirm of this conjecture when S is the blowing up of p2 at two or three 
points lying on the same line. 
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REMARK (6,3): when V conta ins  two planes at least, coming  f rom two stars in 
rp 3, we can construct  the b i rat iona l  map q~, quoted  at the beginn ing o f  § 5, in 
this way:  as base locus ~ must  have 3 planes two by two meet ing in one  po int  
only,  (see [A-B]), we choose  a coord inate  system in FP 3 such that  the base  locus 
o f  q~ conta ins  the two planes o f  V coming  f rom the two stars in p3 and  another  
p lane not  in V. Then  q~(V) is a quart ic  hypersur face  in IP 4 with two  skew 
doub le  l ines and another  skew line. A p lane in p3 pass ing through the line 
common to the two stars goes into an ord inary  doub le  po in t  o f  q~(V). What  we 
have proved  shows also that  a gener ic  quart ic  hypersur face  in p4 wi th  two 
skew doub le  lines, an o ther  skew l ine, and 0 or 1 or  2 o rd inary  doub le  points  
(or 3 lying on  the same line) is not  rat ional .  These variet ies can be s tud ied  also 
by an other  conic bundle  structure (see [C-M]),  but  we th ink  it is much  more  
di f f icu l t .  
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